
 WLVB-FM PROGRAMS/ISSUES LIST

 

October-December, 2023

 

 

     The following are the issues emphasized during the fourth quarter, 2023 programming on 
WLVB-FM.

 

**********

 

 

1.  RON SANVILE/BENIFIT DANCE FOR SHRINERS HOSPITAL 

 

          Vermont Country Morning Host Tom McLeod spoke with Ron Sanville on October 2, 
2023 at 8:15 AM about a benefit dance for Shriners Hospital’s for children. The dance will be held 
at the Hyde Park VFW On Saturday October 7th. Ron talked about what the the history of the 
hospital, what role it continues to serve, the band that will be playing on Saturday, how people 
can donate at the benefit or if they can't make it how they can still make a donation. 

      

 

2.  FEMA JULY FLOOD UPDATE

 

Vermont Country Morning Host Tom McLeod spoke with Greg Stefanski on behalf of the 
Lamoille Valley United way on October 18, 2023 at 8:20 AM about the status of what FEMA 
office locations are still open, the deadline to get any claims in for people affected by the flooding 
in July, free mental health services that are being offered for people under stress after the flood 
damage, town hall meetings planned to educated people what questions they may have on their 
claims and the push to have people check in with their neighbors as winter approaches to see if 
they could use assistance from the United Way. 
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3.  Drive through Pet Vaccinations and other resources for pet owners

 Vermont Country Morning host Tom McLeod spoke with Amy Touchette Director Of 
Justice For Dogs an animal rescue group  on November 7, 2023 at 11:50 AM to talk about 
the upcoming drive thru pet vaccination clinics that continue from the days of Covid but after the 
July Floods are a important resource for pet owners still dealing with flood recovery issues, an 
overview of area boarding locations if people are still without heat or are have other hardships 
that is effecting pet care and fall plans to place area feral cats before the winter.

 

 

4. GREAT AMERICAN SMOKE OUT

 

   “Vermont Country Morning” host Tom McLeod spoke with Valerie Valcour RN From The 
Vermont Depart Of Health, On November 16, 2023 at 8:20 AM about this day being National 
Smoke Out Day which is a national/local effort to get people to stop smoking, vaping or chewing 
tobacco. We went over the history of the event, how Vermont takes part in this event, the health 
problems related to smoking and the vast resources/programs in the state to help people quit. 

 

 

 

5.  FEMA FLOOD UPDATE

 

      Roland Lajoie spoke on December 13, 2023 at 8:20 with Greg Stefanski on behalf of the 
United Way Of Lamoille County about continued efforts to help people affected by the July 
Flooding, news that a FEMA official is able to stay in the area til the new Year to help answer any 
further questions, a recap of what the community has done to rebuild since the July floods and 
challenges that remain.


